
Third Live EC Meeting
20-23rd September 2021, Istanbul, Turkey

Present: Nijat, Selma, Masha, Salih, Kateryna, Giorgi, Nikoleta, IvanaModeration: NijatMinutes: Selma

1. Personal updates and expectations
EC and Office share personal updates, plans and availability for the upcoming period as well asexpectations form the 3rd live EC meeting.

2. Regional Cooperation and MOs/POs/OOs
EC briefly discusses political news from the regions, focusing mostly on recentelections in Russia.
Furthermore, EC shares news and updates from MOs and POs.

3. Activities 2020
Masha, Project Coordinator, updates the EC on the finalization of the design of publications andshortened version of online course of the 2020 Annual Work Plan. The publications are soon tobe printed.

4. Activities 2021
 Cross-regional Meeting for activists coming from restrictive politicalenvironment

EC evaluates the event that took place in Istanbul prior to the live ECM. ECmembers discuss the main points drawn from evaluation of Prep Team andparticipants, adds their own remarks and conclude following:
 cross-regional meetings should be longer,
 if possible live prep team meeting should be organised two months prior tothe event,
 instead of asking MOs to nominate participants, an application form shouldbe made and shared with MOs, so that in case some of participants cannotattend, PT can reach out to people on the waiting list,
 when discussing sensitive topics such as mental health and wellbeingprofessionals might be needed to facilitate conversation,
 overall, participants evaluated that event quite positively and if possiblecross-regional meeting for people from these four countries should berepeated in the future.



In the following months Prep Team and interested participants will keep working onthe toolkit that will contain all the main conclusions participants gathered on topicsof safety, wellbeing and good examples of activism in restrictive politicalenvironments.
 Cross-regional Meeting for youth wings of Green political parties

EC discusses the upcoming cross-regional meeting and what are some learningpoints from the first cross-regional meeting that can be applied to this one.Nikoleta, Network Coordinator and Giorgi, responsible for this event on behalf ofthe EC, update the EC on the preparation process. Discussion on additional Covid-19 safety measures takes place, as the cases in the region are on the rise. Due tolack of participants nominated by MODOM and Green Youth of Ukraine, EC decidesto offer 3 spots to both polish Young Greens and Protest as the profiles of theirorganisation fit the idea of the event. Additionally, the discussion on languageinclusion takes place as the language is reported to be an issue for someorganisations.
 StS

Masha updates the EC on the preparations of the upcoming Study Session.
 MO Direct Support

As by the deadline set in the original call, only two MOs applied for MO directsupport, EC decides to prolong the deadline until 5th of October, open thepossibility for POs to apply too and encourage MOs and POs to apply.
 Local Actions

Selma updates EC that several organisations have applied for Local Actions as thefinal stage of this year’s Annual Work Plan. EC is satisfied with the quality anddiversity of applications.
Masha reminds EC that they can attend LAs in their regions as there is budget envisioned forthis.

 Publication
Masha updates the EC on the preparation of publication and encourages them to contribute bywriting texts.

5. Activities 2022
 Study Session

Nijat, Selma and Masha who are working on the application for the next-year’sStudy Session update the rest of the EC on the process. The topic is Climate,Degrowth and Urbanisation, as decided on the previous live EC meeting in NoviBanovci.
 Erasmus+ project on digitization

Salih and Masha update the rest of the EC on the process of drafting theapplication for E+ project on digitization. The EC brainstorms of potentialorganisations to approach as additional partners for the project.
 GEF Call for proposals

Masha will attend the online call for GEF partners on 28 t hto see what are theexisting ideas of other GEF partners, so that we decide would we apply for the2022 projects as single partners or for transnational projects.



 Other activities in 2022
EC continues discussion on 2022 activities that started on previous live EC meeting. After thethorough assessment of the needs of MOs and recent political developments in EasternEurope, as well as CDN wider strategy and capacities, the EC decides on following ideas fordraft Activity Plan 2022:

 Cross-regional meeting for youth wings of Green political parties vol.2, this time withfocus on local branches and their involvement on the national level (Ukraine);
 Cross-regional meeting on peacebuilding and creating anti-war narratives for MOs andactivists from Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Turkey (Georgia);
 Balkan Regional Meeting (Croatia or B&H);
 Study Visit to North Macedonia (but also keep in touch with FYEG on Bulgaria andGreece);
 WG meeting and political conference on future of Eastern Europe attached to the GA.
6. Working Groups

EC updates each other on the work of Working Groups. The Working Groups seem to be in astagnation phase even with the influx of new members. Second online strategic meeting for allWGs will be organised on 8-9th October. Masha, EC and WG representatives are working on theagenda.
7. External Partners

Office and EC share updates on different partners. Nikoleta updates EC that semi-annual reportto Green Forum is sent. Masha and Nikoleta will attend few GEF events in October in Brussels.EC and Office discuss the possibility of having a bigger presence at the upcoming EGP Councilin Budapest and co-funding possibilities for this purpose. EC gives mandate to Katya, Nijat andMasha to introduce CDN to potential new partners.
8. Social Media, Communication and Visibility

Katya, who has been given the mandate to do some changes on CDN website,updates the rest of the EC on the process. EC further discusses the role and tasksof the team that is working on shaping social media and communication strategy. Inupcoming months, EC will be working on drafting the document which contains guiding pointsfor posting on social media, templates with color palettes etc.
9. AoB

a. SSP and Safe Space Policy improvement
EC discusses the implementation and possible improvements of current SafeSpaces practices, Nijat as SSP will be coordinating the process in the upcomingmonths.

b. Refugees’ situation in Turkey and elsewhere
EC discusses the mistreatment of refugees in different countries of EE and the lackof awareness on the issue. EC will try to start the conversation on the issue withMOs (especially Balkans and Turkey) and potentially reach out to CDN alumni thatwork on the topic to host online discussions with MOs

c. 1 on 1 feedback and how do we keep working together
EC and Office make a short 1 on 1 feedback session. In 7 rounds of 10 min each, everyone isgiven a chance to have 1 on 1 time with every other EC/Office member present. The idea is to



enhance our common work by taking some time to reflect on things we appreciate in eachother’s work but also to give constructive feedback on what is to be improved.
10. Evaluation of the meeting

EC and Office evaluate the meeting and reflect on the expectations expressed at the beginningof it.


